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Evaluation and Professional
Improvement Aspects of the
Florida Perfonnrmance
Measurement System
Thorough research and step-by-step testing produced
formative and summative instruments that accurately
identify teaching behaviors.
hat is pedagogical knowl- The Knowledge Base
edge, and how can it be or- In the first phase of developmental
ganized to facilitate the pro- I work, we assembled the research on
fessional development of the teacher' generic modes (of teaching We obThese are the questions we have been tained this research largely from two
attempting to answer with the Florida so<urces: process-product and experiPerformance Measurement System mental studies, each of which yields
(FPMS) during the last six years
knowledge of effective practice.
In the second phase, we organized
Our Assumptions
the research results into six domains
Improvement of pedagogical practice of teaching behavior: planning; man
requires a body of objective knowl- agement of student conduct: organizaedge about teaching procedures and tion and development of instruction,
their effects Onl, if teachers have such presentation of subject matter; verbal
tested knowledge can thev make prop- and nonverbal communication; and
er diagnoses and select procedures
testing: student preparation, administhat satisfy professional expectations tration, feedback These domains conand requirements In the evaluation of sist of 34 concepts, 124 indicators with
teachers, we attempt to determine the examples, and supporting research
degree to which teachers have at
'Here is an example of a concept and
tained such knowledge and the degree one of its indicators.'
to which they apply it in their
Concept: Presentation of interpreinstruction
tive (conceptual) knowledge
Learning is the product of teaching.
Definition Teacher performance inIt is the dependent variable against volved in analyzing and presenting
which we attempt to measure teacher information to facilitate the acquisition
effectiveness However, learning is of concepts
conditioned by factors beyond those
Indicator: Identifying attributes
under the teacher's control This in
Definition Teacher utterances or
turn conditions the manner in which actions that give a category and identi
we evaluate teachers. For example, we fy the attributes for telling whether or
can all agree that no one should be not a given object or event belongs to
held responsible for outcomes be- the category, or utterances or actions
yond one's influence, but the teacher that induce students to do so
can and should be held responsible
Example: In a sixth-grade class the
for following valid methods of diagno- teacher says,"A triangle is a plane figsis and pedagogical procedures. No ure with three angles and three sides."
less than this is expected of any profes- She continues, "This is a plane figure
sional whether a physician, an agricul(draws triangle on board), because it
turalist, or whatever
has length and no depth. Note that this
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plane figure has three sides, which
makes it different from all other plane
figures'

Development and Uses
of Instruments
The third phase of our research con
sisted of developing six observation
instruments, five formative and one
summative, for codxling teacher performance in the classroom We derived items on thd instruments from
the research-based concepts andl
indicators.
In the tasks of identifying the performance on which teachers need as
sistance, each typt of instrument
serves a special function The summative instrument (fig. I) first serves a
screening function, enabling a trained
observer to identify the problem areas
such as management of student conduct or organization and conduct of
instruction in which the teacher is
experiencing difficulties
The formative instruments (fig. 2)
help in pinpointing the specific teacher behaviors that require remediation
For example, the screening observation may indicate that a teacher is
experiencing trouble with student
misbehavior, but not the specific obstacle. The specific difficulty, say fragmenting group movement, can be
identified by observing the teacher's
performance more closely with an appropriate formative instrument
The summative instrument can also
be used as a means of comparative
scoring of teachers as pan of the final
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evaluation. When this is done, scores
are based on normative data of a comparable group (e.g., beginning teachers or experienced teachers)

brief digest of the studies of these ment was based on 1.223 observations
properties over the last four years is conducted by trained and certified obtoo extensive for presentation here. servers in grades K-12. Results of the
Besides, they are available in ERIC norming study showed no differences
reports.' However, a brief description in teacher scores on the FPMS attributof the results follows.
able to any of the frame factors-sex,
The summative instrument was sub- race, experience, class enrollment,
mined to tests of reliability, using SES, and so on. However, there was a
trained observers-teachers and significant difference in scores beschool administrators-in testing in- tween elementary and post-elementercoder agreement, stability, and dis- tary grades We adjusted this differcriminant reliability. The coefficients ence by creating two norm groups. We
from these tests ranged from r = 79 to corrected a difference in instructionr= 98.
format variables through the scoring
Norming of the summative instru- procedure.
I
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Tests of the Summative
Instrument
An instrument designed to measure
and evaluate the effectiveness of teaching performance, like similar instrumenLs in any field, must be reliable,
valid, and normed. The fourth phase
of the Florida System's development
consisted of testing these properties of
the summative instrument. Even a
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Four studies have been completed
to estimate the predictive validity of
the summative instrument. In these
studies, scores of the summative instrument were the independent variable, student task engagement was the
intervening variable, and measures of
student achievement the dependent
variable. These studies have consistently shown positive and significant
relationships between instrument
scores and student task engagement,
and between student task engagement
and student achievement. In all cases,
instrument scores have shown a positive direct relationship to student
achievement, and in all but one case
this relationship was significant.
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Observer Training Program
As developmental work proceeded,
we initiated a training program. Accurate observation of teacher performance with FPMS instruments requires
trained observers This requirement is
common to all objective observation
systems. Additionally, unless the observer, even though trained, has nothing at stake regardless of the outcome
of the measurement, the observation
may be biased. If a teacher is being
18
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Performance Measurement
in Florda
Florida school districts have used the
Florida System extensively as part of
their annual evaluation program and
in the Beginning Teacher Program Its
use in Florida's Master Teacher Program was challenged by a teacher's
union (Siteeney v Turlington 1986)
on the grounds of validity and reliability, which included questions of observer training and accuracy, and instrument norming and scoring The
hearing officer upheld the System's
use in the Master Teacher Program on
all counts
Factor analysis conducted on the
data collected from the Master Teacher Program-tn = 36,000 observations
of 18,000 candidates) supports the domain structure, as currently defined,
and the equal weighting of items in
scoring the summative instrument.
To sum up, the Florida Performance
Measurement System appears to meet
the following legal and professional
requirements: validity (content and
predictive), reliability, and job
relatedness
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observed to determine retention or
promotion in position or salary, the
teacher's principal may be a poor
choice as the observer If the purpose,
on the other hand, is to determine
where a teacher needs assistance, the
principal's observations might be less
questionable. However, even disinterested observers require training and
verification of competency, if their observations are to be considered
dependable
Florida provides an extensive training program involving primarily principals and supervisors. The training
program consists of a three-day period
of observation training followed by a
criterion test of observation competence, an examination on teacher effectiveness research, a coding quiz,
and periodic update sessions. Approximately 7,000 principals and superviscors and 3,.000 teachers have qualified
as observers
Special Features
and Advantages
We must emphasize that the Florida
System is not designed for rating
teachers, but rather for observing and
coding the behavior of teachers and
for the subsequent comparative measurement and evaluation of teacher
performance in the classroom. Unlike
rating scales that require the observer
to code and evaluate simultaneously,
the FPMS requires the observer oniv
to code teacher behavior (independentlyv of his or her opinion of its
value) This separation of observation
and evaluation removes a primary
source of subjectivity and error
The fact that the .svstem does not
require a particular mode or style of
teaching is one of its most important
characteristics. The indicators can be
incorporated in the performance of
the teacher regardless of whether the
instruction is inductive or deductive,
highly structured or loosely structured, teacher-centered or studentcentered. The indicators are simply
elements of effective teaching, and
teachers can build them into their
classroom performance at will. The
same can be said about the teacher's
instructional style Whether the teacher smiles one way or another, as long
as it is genuine, makes no difference.
Or again, the teacher's particular way
of asking questions, as long as they are
clear, is of no particular significance.
ApRIL1987

Moreover, the System's research
base establishes its professionalism.
When teachers understand the research underlying their performance
and realize that what they are doing is
not based on opinion or mere personal experience, they feel much more
secure in their behavior and are likely
to act with more enthusiasm and confidence than if what thev do has no
research support.
The research underlying the Florida
System also provides a subject matter
for pre- and inservice programs of
teacher preparations. This is especially
true for programs leading to the preparation of beginning teachers for those
areas covered by the domains of the
system. Teachers who are prepared in
the skills of planning, management of
student conduct, organization and development of lessons, instruction in
the forms of knowledge, in communication, and in the preparation of students to take examinations are well on
the way to becoming effective classroom teachers. It is precisely in such
areas of teacher performance that our
studies of beginning teachers. as well
as experienced teachers, show that
they need assistance. It is not an unusual occurrence to hear experienced
teachers say that they have profited
from a study of the research base of
the Florida Svstem.
The Florida System also provides a
means whereby districts and colleges
can receive information on the success
of their respective programs of preparation. The first set of observations
made at the very beginning of a teacher's classroom experience, when
properly interpreted, supplies colleges and departments of education
with information about the quality of
their products. This same information,
given to the districts and followed by
observations of the teacher after a
year's preparation and experience,
provides the basis for assessing the
Beginning Teacher Program in the various districts. It is now possible for a
district to receive information on the
effectiveness of its insetvice program
for beginners and to pinpoint the
weaknesses in that program by using
data gleaned from portfolios kept by
the various districts. Furthermore, the
Florida System can supply each beginning teacher with information indicating where he or she is either strong or
weak in teaching performance.

The Florida Performance Measurement System is among the first, if not
the first. system to break completely
with the rating-scale mode of observation and evaluation of teacher performance. It is based on research
knowledge of teacher effectiveness
rather than consensus of opinion.
While pedagogical research is still in
its early stages of development, it is
what we have, and it is folly to ignore
it Furthermore. the Florida System
does not cover every aspect of a teacher's work, thus leaving important
teacher behaviors to be considered by
other means. However, it does embrace important generic classroom behaviors. It has been extensively tested
and therefore provides a valid and
reliable means of diagnosing and evaluating classroom performance.O
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